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Dear editor,

Thank you very much for accepting the manuscript in principle and also for checking the format of the manuscript.

I revised the manuscript according to your request. Detailed below are the changes we have made. Please feel free to contact me if there’s any further request.

Best regards

Ailing

Response to the requests

Major revisions:

Authors' contributions: Please use initials instead of full name. Authors name has been changed by using initials in the section of author’s contributions. Authors' contributions: Please indicate that all authors read and approved the final manuscript.

The section of Authors' contributions has been changed as the following:

AL participated in the design of the study, collected data, performed the statistical analysis, and drafted the manuscript. APH helped to draft the manuscript and interpret the results. XH participated in the design of the study, collected the data and helped to interpret the results. YL collected the data and helped to perform the statistical analysis. LD participated in the coordination of the study, collected and entered the data, and helped to interpret the results. YX participated in the coordination of the study, collected and entered the data, and helped to interpret the results. NMB helped to draft the manuscript. GM conceived of the study, participated in its design and coordination, helped to perform the statistical analysis and draft the manuscript. All authors read and approved the final manuscript.
Minor revisions

Header: Please remove the header containing the vertical line from the manuscript.

The header has been removed.

Email address: please use the following format for email addresses, including using authors' initials:

All email addresses have been changed as the following:

AL: liuailing72@yahoo.com
APH: a.hills@qut.edu.au
XH: huxiaqee@163.com
YL: liyanping72@yahoo.com
LD: dulinaa@hotmail.com
YX: wanghw101@sohu.com
NMB: n.byrne@qut.edu.au
GM: mags@chinacdc.net.cn

Abstract: Please remove the keywords from the abstract.

The keywords have been removed from the abstract.

Authors' contributions: please ensure this is formatted into a paragraph rather than a list or in bullet points.

The author's contributions have been formatted into a paragraph (Please see the major revision section).

References: please provide the full citation details for references 10 and 31.

References 10 and 31 have been changed as the following:

10. Ross R, Janssen I: Computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging. Human

Figure legends: Please ensure that the figure title is clear in each figure legend. We suggest highlighting it in bold.

The figure legends have been highlighted in bold.

Figures: Please ensure all mention of figures is consistent (it should be Figure of Fig but not a mixture of both).

‘Fig3’ has been change into ‘Figure 3’ in the last paragraph in page 9.

Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance.

Thanks for giving the opportunity to check my manuscript for the typographical errors. I am sorry there are some errors for the references. Please see the following revisions marked by red words and I have changed in my manuscript.


circumference cutoff points in school-aged Chinese Han and Uygur children.